Annual Subscriptions
MailPreparer® is the industry’s premier web based service supporting 7 by 24 CASS™,
NCOALink®, DSF2®, de-duping, and presort; allowing you to work whenever and wherever
you want. Processing mailing lists for the lowest discounts has never been easier.
Learning to use our web-based interface is easy
Increase your list processing margins through low cost pay-as-you-go or subscription models including
unlimited NCOALink®
Tap into the power of the industry’s leading CASS™ and NCOALink® engines
Eliminate duplicates and Presort with a user friendly interface
Produce Basic or Full Service IM® barcodes with a single click; always compliant with the latest USPS®
requirements
Construct pallets of trays, sacks or loose bundles based on your pallet rules; output all required reporting
including postal statements, pallet placards, tray or sack tags
Dynamically perform drop ship entry planning as an embedded function of the presort, leveraging your
business rules to produce cost effective destination entry mailings in one step
Download and open reports and output files from a standardized online file manager
Generate IDEAlliance® Mail.dat® for upload to USPS® PostalOne!®, and track your mailing via USPS® Confirm®
with a click of a button

More affordable and flexible than traditional mailing applications, TEC’s “everything
included” MailPreparer® subscriptions save you money and give you more. Each unlimited
use subscription level has the same advanced functionality; simply choose the record limit
appropriate for your organization. For instance, the business level subscription allows
users to run as many jobs as they wish as long as no single job exceeds 100,000 records.
No more expensive add-ons or credits needed for NCOA, de-duping, mail.dat, IM barcode,
palletization, dynamic drop shipping & more…it’s in there!
Subscriptions

MailPreparer
Days

Per Job Max

Cost

Trial

14

1,000

$

-

Basic

365

5,000

$

1,195

Business

365

100,000

$

2,295

Professional

365

1,000,000

$

3,595

30

100,000

$

225

365

N/A

$

500

Business Monthly
Additional users in same organization
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